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CHLPT17  I
INTRODUCTIC,"..1
Elementary science has developed from and, in larce Lteas-_:re,
has superseded the courses formerly known as Nature Study. Elementary
science as outlined in state courses of study emhraces those phases cr
elements-cf the six major sciences that are judged suited to the child
in the elementary school. It is based upon the interests of the child
and organized around the "centers of interests" currently accepted as
basic for each grade in the teaching of elementary science. Ahile
elementary science is more comprehensive in its content and more de—
finitely organized in the major science fields, much that has been
written about Nature Study maybe apnlied with equal truth to elementary
science.
Jackman, as early as 1904, in speakinf7 of Nature Study said:
Its subject matter lies in the kinzdom of earth and sky and water--
true nature study is natural science and its methods are scientific.
In nature study the aim is to have the pupil investigate phenomena
thinrs for the purpose of 6etermiLing their relations. Ncthing
1
studied in isolation.
The idea of the imPortance of contact with nature in the develop—
ment of the child is not new in educational thinking:. Comeneiue (1592-
1670) demanded that education work throurh the senses and assigned
1
William S. Jackman, Chapter I, "Introduction," lature Stu. Nationa1
Society for the Study of Education, The Third lea-pock, Part






great importance to the natural sciences. He taught that even the
pre-tchool child Should learn something about the min, moon, stars,
hills, valleys, Is:nes, rivers, plants, and anima1s.
2
jchn Locke (1632-1804; athrocated an appeal to the child's in-
terests in seeking to develop sense perception. He stressed the value
of a ride range cf sciences:
- - to accustom our minds and the proper way of examining their
habitudes and relations; not to maks them perfect in any one of the
sciences, but to open and dispose their minds as may best MIA them
capable cf any, when they shall apply themselves to it.
3
Rousseau (1712-177E) preached early contact rith nature for the
child.
4
Pestalozzi (1746-1827) "conceive cf education as a natural de-
velcpmem of innate powers," and stressed the value of observation.
.5
Kodern ea.e.fientA•ry eduaation ha r: be?..27_ frcy these earlier
educators and reflects their philosophy, both in method and content.
odern scientists indicate that science must an integral .art
of the total elementary program, that it scst serve the needs and in-
terests of the pupils, that it is broad in its s000pe, and that it must
deal with the problems that exist in the communities in which the
Children live.
2
Frank P. Graves, I Student P'storv of Education,
millian 3ompany, 1920), pp.
3
John ioce, as c::cted by raves, cit.,
▪ p. 212.
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3
Blough, in speaking of the trends in elementary Belem. states:
The newer ocneept cf science, as developed during the past century,
tenes to focus mere and more on how to understand the world around us.
-Lee factual content of science is, eed always will be important, but
the emphasis is increasingly on scientific methods. The °laws of
seence" are no longer ends to be feirelly defined, but means t.or be used
in further scientific study.
6
Bureett says that this is the purpose and value cf Sound science
teaching in the elementary school; not the facts about tbe phenomenal
world alone, valuable as these facts may be to the chile, but that the
child may become more nearly a whole child, happy, healthy, and secure--
7a child that will mature into a happy and useful adult.
Children have many questicns in regard to life about them. The
teaching of science enables the children to work out the answere--not
to be told then by the teacher.
Purpose
Turpose cf this study was threefold: (1) to ascertain .at is
bean- done in elementary science on the fourth grade level in the states
included in this study; (2) to determime whether the work being done is
in keeping with the thinking of the moeern authorities on the teaching
of elementae7 science; and (3) to formulate a program of elementary
Glenn C. eugh and Albert J. Eugrett, Elenertary School Science andFew to Teach It, (The Dr7den Press Pull, sners, New York, 1M-),7. 3.






science on the fourth grade level based on the materiaIe oonsidered most
practical and organized arce.Isd the "oenter cf interest" currently accept-
ed as basic for the teaching of science in the fourth grade.
The present study grer out of the author's experience as a teacher
of Fourth Grade in a schosl where each pupil was provided with a copy of
a fourth grade science text from the same series to be used as a reader.
Dissatisfacticn with the results obtained led to a desire to formulate
a program of elementary science on the fourth grade level that would
irclude materials selected on the basis of the objectives wished to be
attained, 'frith careful consideration of the children's interests,
abilities, and needs.
The problem ef the sty was: to deters-Lae the values of the
pregram and the individual growth of the pupils in the fourth grade,
having materials provided for the science program which were selected
on the basis of the cbjectives wished to be attained, and with careful
conderation of the childrenle interests, abilities, and needs.
Sssussry of Liajor Objectives
To make use of the ehildts natural eurosity in developing
his interest in all phases his immediate environmert.
(2) To develop in the life of the child a broad scientific back-
ground for living in a scientific age.
(3) To help the child develop increased feelings of adecaacy and
sees_sity through learning that he can understand and ecntrol phenomena.
(L) To develop the idea of law and order in nature, and to combat
superstition and inculcate a bsiisq in the law of cause an. ef:eet.





study an thourht throur4-1 the pursuit of real problems, and to develcp
the attitude of acLing in accordance with the knowledge gained by
scientific thinking.
(4) 'lc furnish core—material Is= the correlation and integration
of other school subjects.
(7) To give children a better understwneting of the physiology of
their own bodies, and to train them =the development of pood habits
of health and safety.
(.) To teach children the part that science has played in social






A PROGRAI: OF ErFUMTLRY SCIENCE ON TiE FOURTH GUDE LEVEL
Viewpoints for Teaching
The materials herein oontained have been selected and organized
around the %enter of interest" currently accepted az oasic for teach-
ing elementary scieFIce in the fourtn grade. Teachere who follow this
course can make of scienoe teaching a most intereetine and valuable
part of the curriculum. Stories and poems in readers and books, oral
and written lessons in English, music, art, and lessons in civic and
eociel living can be tied up rith the science teaching. Science is
not an addition to, but part cf, the regular school curriculum.
Tee ideal tine to teach any one cf it iL rhen -;,..-- cre is
a special need for it.
Besides the tendency to tie together, or integrate, the curricular
materials of various subjects and to be timely in the teaching of topics,
several other current tendencies in elementary education are illuetrated
in this program. These are:
(1) Children's interests and abilities to learn develop in stages.
Curricular materials should be organized in a sequence determined by
the boys' and girls' maturation levels. This program is in accord with
the findings of investizations cf readiness, maturation, and emerging
interests in the realm of natural science.
(2) Progrees should be from the femi:Aar and simtle to the related
aenects of the unfamiliar err mo77-e '"he ch4lc'e no-
activities have much in common rIth the purposes an,: methods c science
and the wise teacher rill vier the teachiaz of science as an opportunity
to utilize thc nat':_ral drives and Doc.entialities Of his pupils.
(3) interest, thorough understanding, and real appreciation are
beet achieved through doing.
Ttis pro:Jr-am presents in schematic fond the concepts and relation-
ships considered desirable and necessary tc an adequate anpreciaticn
of science in the education cf children at the fourth grade elementary
school level. In general, he outline is divided into two sections,
namely, Learnin:-s and Activities. The former consists of statements
of possible interpretetions of the environment, tle latter is a 7';nt
of suggested activities planned to produce or strengthen the desired
learnings.
Suggested Units
I. Social Anima's Live in Communities - - Ear Other Animals Live
Learning':
1. Many w-immle are social.
2. any animals live in commur'ee including man and depend
. upon one another.
3. Bees and ants are social insects.
4. Mary thousands of honeybees live together in one hive.
5 -"Fadh ant family ha r is awn anthill. Here, as in a bee
4'ar:1y, there are a queen, several malet, and many workers.
6. Ants eat food supplied by aphids.
7. Several bearer families often lire together in one big nond.
Somw animals belong to. the crass eating herds, and live on lac.
5. Large he&rde of anina:7c are also found in thF ocean and are
meat-eaters.
8
10. Scme animals, less social than others, do not build homes.
11. Some animals land together for protection, warmth, or fwd.
12. Many animals co ac together to hibernate, to migrate, or to
hunt.
13. Some animals (frogs, alligators, and any insects are
sclitary,) or live alone nearly all the time. ';hey have
almost no family liie.
14. Grasshoppers, May flies, and mosquitoes are common insects
that are found in ewarms.
15. rmite communities are built partly above the ground and
partly below.
16. Prairie dogs build cities tha: usually have a population of
many thousand.
17. Penguins are birds that really live in communities.
1E. 1.;an is a social animal. It would be hard for him to lf_ve
alone.
19. an is the only social anima who can think and plan.
20. There are some advantages in living alone; there are many
advantages in the social way of life.
Activities:
1. Make exc-rsions to study animals in their natural environ-
ment, observing which animals are social and to what extent
they co-operate.
2. Read "Some Social knirAls" and "haw Other £ral Live" in
Exnloring in Scienc, pp. 76-127.
9
3. Observe the social ways of ants by bringin7 an anthill in a
glass jar to t!1.2 classroom. Di.; at least a foot deep so that
you will be liael to secure the queen. The colony will nct
work without a oueem.. Set :ar in a pan et water se the
anis will not escape. Keep dark paper around the jar for a
few daye. Remave it and observe the tunnels made along the
inside of the jar. Watch the arts work in these tunnels.
Feed the alts a few grains of sugar a week. Do not overfeed
them.
4. OoLpare the ways of man with the ways of other social aninP1-.
S. Collect pictures of Anin:41 '' from the Natioral Geograbhio 
Uafazink. and other periodicals; outline Cravings from the
Slinperland-CamEtock Go., Ithaca, Y.
6. Find an empty hornets' nest or wasps' nest. Out it open and
find out how it is mad-.
7 Discuss the pictures of beavers and othea. pr-;mR1s.
C. Read "Animmls That Live in iierds," "Animal That Hunt :ogether,"
"Swarms, Schools and ,...:olcnies," "City Dwellers," "Lon -Distance
Travelers," and "Advantages of Living in Groups" in The Wonder-
world of Science, DD. 28-30.
9. Prepare a bulletin-board display showing the different ways in
which social arimPl live.
10. Examine mape showin the rigration routes of particular birds.
11. Have the children write to The Audubon Society (1006 Fifth
Avenue, New York, Y.) for a set of bird picturer.
12. Visit e zoo if one .19 nearby. Let the children compare life
1:-
in the zoo with life in the natural habitat of each animal.
13. Each child might mke a picture shoefe cne animal and his rey
of life . The pictures oould then be collected and a frieze
made for the roce,
14. Encourage individual-reperts on arieels Let him do reseerch
reading about the animal choeen and make a repert to the class.
15. Have children write descriptions of animals. Exhibit these
on the bulletin board or same convenient place in the room.
16. List the advantaees and disadvartages of the social life.
Call for voluntary reports on social and on solitary living
on such topics as:
Why Do Animals iligrate?
Why- Do Amimals Hibernate?
--viee Are Selitaey Animpls?
What Advantaece Ire There In Social Living?
What Advaetagce kre There In Solitary Living?
1E. Enceurage sooni te keep a bird calenoar. Record return cf
birds to yver local area.
Piave children keep h list of "Importazft Science Words' in
each unit. Add these frau: this unit: aphid, larva, nectar,
pollee, papa, socl;et, cicada, hibernate, migrate, solitary.
20. Keep an attractive die-play cf books on the reaeieg table and
about the room. A list to be used with this unit mey
found In the Piblioeraphy.
21. Flay a eane with teacher or chosen pupil giving sore
characteristics of some animals. Then let the other
19.
7", 'or.,w,t1 7,7 . •rorompstr.
• ifi4,t.":
members of the class try to give the name of the arimAl 
22. Sing; songs a-ol:t animals. (See list of soncs in :eillio-
graphy to be US with thig unit). Found aleo, is a list
of recorcs to listen to.
23. Use visual aid materials. (See list in Bibliography).
a mnral of herds.
25. Uake finger paintings of a' m1 life in the sea.
26. locate cn the map the two countries in which elephant herds
are found. India and Africa.
27. Locate the western prairies where buffaloes once roamed.
28. :ell about the food and c1oth7'oE furnished to the pr-oneers
by the wild herds.
25. Visit the Kentucky Anildingl located on the Vfeeterr
Bawling Green, Kentucky, to see the mounted epecimens of the
fdx, dog, and wollf and compare them.
30. Dramatize stories of animals that hunt together.
IT. Electricity and kagnetigm
Learnings-
1. A flash of lighterirg is like a hugc spark of electricity.
2. Electricity made L rubbing certain things together is
called frictional electricity.
3. Lightening is fronal e7eotricity.
4. Electr'...Tftj always trzveis along the shortest path it can
find.
5. Electr1cit7 nAn be obtained from chemicals axle, from generators.
2
6. Certain substances are better pathways for electricity than
ethers.
7. Electricity alyreK,-s travels along the shortest path it can find.
E. The pathway, or circuit, for electricity must be comblete and
unbroken.
9. Copper, steel, and tron are good conductors of electricity.
10. Paper, glasr, air, cloth, and rubber are poor conductor of
electricity.
U. Electricity is used to produce light.
L.• kagnets are used in many electrical machines.
13. A c=pass needle is a magnet that is free to acme about.
14. A compass is used to tell directions.
15. i..agnets attract iron and steel.
- 4 The force of a macnt will pass through many things.
17. The places where the force is strongest in a magnet are
called the poles.
18. Every magnet ha wo poles,- a no7rq,h pcie and a south pole.
19. A freely swinging magnet will point in a nca-th-erwir-eouth
direction.
Activities:
1. Read about "E1ectrici4 and kagnetism" from the books listed
in the Bibliography nnder the heaein !Electricity and Aagnetiem"
A. Purpose of reading.
(1) As a means of developing leads.
(2) To assist in orientingthe learner to a phenomenon
to be e4Irlii'd.
(3) To give the child illustrative information-
(Ll) For reliable information from authentic mate-iLl.
(5) To check informrtion gained from activities by
authentic sources.
2. Write to General Eleotric Company for a free copy of The. Stcr-..-
of Lirhtening. Exoellent pictures of lifttening flashes are
given.
3. Lake electricity by str:king a oomh or a fountain pen with sore
woolen cloth and then bringing it near torn nieoes of ners-
paper.
L. Ask your school custodian to show the children where the
electricity enters your school and how it gets to your class-
5. Let some Child read about Franklin's experiment and erzlain
why it was so important.
6. Thomas Alva Edison, Alexander Graham Bell, and Samuel F. B.
Mcrae are men whd experimented with electricity in varioue
ways. lisk for voltntes who rinfind out about the work of
these men and report it to the class.
7. See how electricity works by lettin7 pieoe of glass bride
the snaoe between two books arid placing pieccs of paper under
the glass. Watch what happens to the per when the glass
is rubbed.
b. Find -.-:hat company submis,e a 1.:121 to thP echool author-
ities. Either have a peril writ-, to this company or eene
committee to the company offices, if the- ar nearby (lt ir
best to make a appointaert by teleone with a
definite person) to find c-t where and elFctricity is
produoed.
9. By using a dry cell am' two pieces cf wire, see how
electricity can make a bell rir.z. See E=lorinc in Science,
PP. 135-136.
10. Make e ph button to be used in connecting a bell and a dry
cell. See directions en p. 117 of E=plorini: in Science.
11. Make a short circuit with a light wired to a dry cell as
shown on p. 137 of Erplcring in Science.
12. Discover good conductore of electricity by laying various
objects across wires connecting a bell and a dry cell. Make
a chart showing the results of this mriment.
13. ',oak inside a flanlight to see how a complete circuit ie
formed between thz: ,try cells and the bulb.
14. Experirdent with a magnet to see rtL: thinge. it will attract.
15. Dry cells for fl-ehlights may be obtained at 10,-cent stores,
electrical starer :-.16 hardware shops; old storage batteries
from garages.
16. Different kinds of fusee may be obtained from an electrical
shop, a hardware dealer, cr 10-cent stores. Consult the
janitor of the build ln as to the type of fuses used in the
school building. Thew, fuses may be mounted on a board for
display.
17. Make a comDass by usin7 a big darning needle, a marnet. a cork,
and a pan cf water. Follow directions on pp. 151-152 in
••••
Discovering Our World. 
18. :IECUEE how tir use of electrici' - has changed peoplele wa:s
of
19. Find out whether the force of a magnet will pass through iron
and steel.
20. Try to use a compass to find out which of two marnets is
Etronger.
21. Make a magnetic theater. Use a cardboard box for the tcy
stage. Out figures of the actors out of cardboard and fasten
paper clips or tacks to their feet. }!ore the actors by moving
a mart under the stage.
22. Make a magnetic fish pond. Cut out little paper fish and
fasten a naper clip to each. Put these in a bc:z. Tie a
magnet to a pole and then see lyric can catch the most fish.
23. Add these words tc the list of "Important Science Words":
circuit, compass, conductor, frictional, insulation, maFn!,- t.
Faye each child learn the meaning of each word and learn how
to spell the word.
a4. Read about generators in Wonderworld of Science, Bock rine.
Good reading on generators for the pupils is also found in
Parker. The Fock of Electricity.
25. Send to General Electric Corporation for pictures of
generators. See the generators in Amber and Amperes., a
Westinghouse Little Science Serf..,:-D 3ock2r.t, sent on request.
11
III. The Sun and Its Relaticr to tee Larth
Learning!:
le The earth gets its light are heat from the sun.
2. The earth is shaped :like a 'pall.
3. The earth rotates on its 8.Xi6.
4. Becaese the earth is a bell, only half of the earth is
lighted at one time by the sun.
The turning of the earth on its axis oauses day and night.
The earthts jourmey around the sun makes a year.
The van is used for telling time.
When the sun is highest in the sky, it is - twelve ctclock noon.
6.
7.
9. We match the sun and stars tc see how far the earth has
turmed on its axis.
IC. Since the earth it terming on its axis from west to east,
you must turn yeur watch ahead when you traeel from west
to east, and back when you travel east to west.
11. Each year is divided into four seasons, one for each quarter
of the distanoe aroend the run.
12. Sumner days have nc P hours of daylight than vinter days.
13. Daylight begins wt.en we first see the sun in the east and
ends when we no longer see the sum in the west.
14. Because the days are longer in sunrer, we get more heat from
the sun.
15. Because the sun is more nee-1y straieht overhead in summer,
the earth eetc more heat.
16. kapy materials give off light if they Eet hot enough.
17
17. The Fun is a huge ball of hot gases.
J. .d• The ran look::: Le,i-_..L1 because it sc.' far away.
15. The aan is more than a million times as large as the earth.
ctivitiesg
1. A candle could be used to show the children that if a thing
is hot enough, it will give cff light. have the n,7ildren .reel
the cold top of the candlewick before it is lighted. Then
light the candle. The children knar that it is new too hot
to touch. Nor have the children read pages 91-93 in
Discoverin; Our Nbrld, Book One.
2. Eave a pupil hold a   boat on a globe. :he boat ahb.ild be
on the opposite side of the globe from you so that you cannot
see it. Then have the boat moved alarly around the globe
toward you. Which pert of the boat do you see .rirss?
liar take the boat from the globe and put it at one end
of a long table. T'r,ink of this table as a flat earth. Go to
the other send of the table and stoop dorn until your eyes are
on a level with the top of the table. Nai,ch the boat as some—
one moves it toward you. Do you see first just the top of it?
Or do you see all parts of it at the same time?
3. Enc=rage a discuesn about the earth, writing upon the
blackboard questions raised by the mhildren. This will
stimulate interest in readin7 the Supplementary Reading
Material listed in the Bibliography.
4. Have some pupil read the Yfe of Christopher Columbus a.nd
give a report on hi c belief about the eartr..
S. Dramatize rotation end revolution of the earth by having one
child representing the earth about another c.ild who pre-
tends to be the sun. As he walks he should turn around end
around- iv; in an easterly direction.
E. Faye the children see the 5-pinning of a top, the turning of
a globs, the rolliLE around of an orange in various directions,
and the spinning of the oranre in one direction around the
wire. They Should then underetand that the wire is the axis
on which the orange turns. By spinning a quarter, they can
see how an object can keep turning in the same directixn on
an is.aginary line as does the earth.
7. Have the children find the Lorth icle and the South icle on
a globe. They eflo,_Ild observe that the globe turns on an axis
that passes through these pole.
S. Use a globe, flashlight, and a piece of chalk to chow why we
have day and night every twenty-four hours. Darken the room
and hold the flashlight near the globe. kake a large chalk
mark on the globe to show where you live on the earth. Turn
the globe from west to east all the way around once on its
axis. Do this slowly. Have chil&ren read from authenic sources
to check their findings. Discuss the facts they have learned
and comrere with the reason:, they had believed to have caued
daylight and darkness.
9. isk children to brine: in evidences of time variations from
their erperiences in liseninz to radio broadcasts. To ex-
plain the reason for variations in tink, repeat the exp(17-17.1.
0111,
tIREMIlrore,161.•-•;,.. -,
-• -• • •••'` • ..•+; 41•YW:ti:'r •'••• •
of rotating a globe with a flashlight shining upon it.
10. .5lay a time game, using a flat man of North kmerica 1:71cn
which time belts have been marked. One child asks, lrahEn
it is 6 F.Z. in itiontreal, what time is it in Vlncouver'i"
The child who answers uses the map to show the differences
in time by loaating the two cities in their respective time
belts.
U. it the Children tell how their activities in rummer and in
winter differ because of the length of day.
1^__• Have the class kep a reccrd of daylight and darkness.
13. Have the children make charts giving the time of sunrise and
of sunset on the first day cf each month for the rem Finder
of the schccl year. This infcrmation can be found in neve—
papers, almanacs, and sometimes on calendars.
1.sk a jeweler how he finds out the correct time. How often
does he get the acrrect time?
15. 1,ay a sheet of °liner where the ran will shine on it all day.
Have the long way of the paper pointing north and south.
Stick a pin straight up and down in the paper at the south
edge. rtaw a line right on the shadow. Keep on drawing
lines along the shadow every hour. Haw does the length of
the shadow chem. -? Can you tell about what time cf day it
is in this way?
16. Have the children measure their sha,4cw in the mornings then
again in _!:,tc !trterhoon. s. c
-uhey find out.
17. Have someone volunteer to find out hor people told time
before they had clocks. Also, whether people rtill use any
of tneve ways of telling time.
lE. Hive each child er:- e dawn as mary trines as he can think of
that would happen on the earth if the sun did net shine at
all.
19. The nbildren might inrite their parents or another class to
hear their fern reports upon topics relating to their study
of the sun and earth.
20. have the children add the foloring werds to their list of
science words: axis, rotate revolve, and pole.
T7. The Moon and Other Heavenly 5cdies Seen in the Sky at Night.
Learningst
1. A star is a ball of hot gases.
2. Zhen materials are heated very hot t...-Ley rive off li t.
3. Groups of stars ar4 called constellatione.
•
The constellations seem to meve in the sky becauee the earth
turns on its axis.
S. The moon is nearer to the earth than anything else in the sky.
6. The moon is solif. like the earth, 1-;.:t it ha o wei-,er, air,
or people on it.
7. The moon is much smaller than the sun; it is smaller than
the earth.
8. The moon receives around the earth.
9. The moon turns around, cr rotates, once in about 30 days.
10. The moor is not hot like•the gun; it gives lisl.ht by
;41111P.R.r11.-71,..'
reflectihg 'sunlight.
11. The moon appears idui.ave difierent shapes because, as it4
arolind the earth, we can see only the part of it that is
lighted Cy the sun..
12. Planets differ from stars in that they do not give off light
and q.hey travel aro1xLi the sua.
13, The earth is a planet
14. Shoctihg stars are .-1 1y me..eors.
MCA E
hc-r.ivitiess
I. 17:ead some stories about the oonstellation. (See Bibliography).
2. Read "The Sun and the Moon" in Frplarinz in Scienoe, pp. 150-177.
3. Eave pupils use field glasses to look at the full moon and eee
if they can gind plains, valleyv, and mountains en it.
L. Make a chart encoring the pictures of the constellations you can
find as you face north. Monthly star charts and information
about how to fine the stars and constellations can be found in
some of the science macazineF sucn as Nat=e 1,,a7a7.ne and Junior
Naxal History.
Show the film, This Is The Moon (11,427). This film explains how
the moon gets its light, the -i;haees of the moon, and its
Physical characteristics. Another good film to elm is What
Makes Nisht and Day (YAF).
6. Make a chart showing the pictures cf the constellations you
car find as you face, south.
7. have punils read Discoverinr Our ';'Crid -.cook 1, 14.-  115-136.
8. Keep a record on F. cclendar of the ct.fferent shares c: the
moon as you watch it for a month.
9. Read The Wonderworld Of Science Book Four, pp. 131-147.
10. Draw a diagram on the board to illustrate what happens when
there is an eclipse of the moon or of the sun.
11. Ube a strong light, a basketball and an indoor babeball to
Show how an eclipse of the moon takes place.
12. It one bey cr girl play being the sun, ancther the moon
another the earth. Show the motions of the eartl, anz! nc7,7.
13. Have Children look up the sizes of the earth, sum and moon.
14. Find the distancee the sun and moon from the earth.
15. Find pictures of the moon taken through large telescopes.
16. Make a list of sayings about the M00/16 Give reasons w1-z7 you
believe or do not believe tIse
17. Find pictures of eclipes of the sun and mocrL.
18. Learn to find Liars, Venue, Jupiter, and Saturn during the
months when they can be seen.
19. Look in the Geo-raphical Uagazine for pictures of metecris.
20. Use different -4rys t,0 Show this constellations you know. Here
are two mays you akL try.
(a) Get a large pice of blue cardhoard. Out holes in the
positions of the stars in each constellation. Put
Christmas-tree lights in the holes.
(0) Cut holes in blue paper to show the positions of the
stars in each constellation. Slip the paper into the
orlen end of a boy. - Then - hold en electric 14 rht bulb
or flashlicht inside the box.
23.
21. Have a child report to the class on how to find the North
Star (-olar-is), Little Dipper, and the Big Dipper.
22. Add ti-JeRe scienoe words to their list: meteor, meteorite, 1.ars,
Lit:rcury, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
7. T;eather
1. Weather may change from day to day.
2. The thermometer tells us the chances in temperature.
3. lieat ccnes from the sun and makes the mercury in a thermometer
5.
L. Water evaporates faster ve.nen the air can get to it freea.f.
7. Water vapor (evanorated water) changes back into water when
it is cooled.
t. There is water ';.-5per in the air all of the tire.
9. There is more water vapor in the air on some days than on
others.
1.0. Air expands (t.airPs more spa.oe) when heated,.
Co up.
14. ice me...1.te faster in the sun than in the shade.
Heat makes water evaporate faster.
iiea.te:-: ri.ee
12. Air is waz-med when it is compressed, and cooled when it expands.
13. The ena.pes of clouds indicate what the weather is likely to be.
Weather is produced by many factors. These factors are measured
by instrumenms which can be use& to Predict weathe:".
The av era.;--e of the weather conditions of a certain place cver





Have pupils keep a weather oalendar for two cr more wee'ks.
Use such eymbas as an open umbrella for rainy days, a kite
for wtndy days, a ennwman for snory days, L sun iCT 51,11.Stir7
days, etc. These symbols may be used on a large calendar.
udy the calendar when you have completed it. What happens
to the weather from day to day?
2. See that each child learns to read the thermometer. Keep a
record of daily thermometer readings in the morning, at noon,
and the evenin.
3. Place a thermometer in the shade for a few minutes. Mark the
p....ace where the top, of the liquid (mercury) column sinks to.
Then move the thermometer into the s-rligt. 1;otioe vtat
happens to the c of merry.
L. Place some ioe in the sunli‘'t and an equal amount in the
shade. Observe fron time tc time what happens to eacL piece.
5. Fill two pans of t same sise and share ritn water. Face
one near the stove CT radiator and the other some distance
away. ireasure the water in each pan from day to day. Which
loses water more rP.picaT? Why?
6. Moisten two equal areas of the blackboPrd. Hold a source of
heat near one. Zhat difference does heat make in the tine
it takes rater to ecaporate?
7. Cut a piece of cloth into two pieces of equal size. 'Vet both
pieces and squeeze out as =ch rater as you can. IA2ve one
in a crumpled mass so that little air wila get tc EC_i
A's•
parts of it. Spread the other ct. Observe which dries
first.
E. Place two or three caps of water in a teakettle and heat to
boilir.E. This rill cause the water to evaporate very fast
from water vapor. Notioe that the water vapor which leaves
the spout cannot be seen until it is two or three ies frci
the spout. Then you can see it as a cloud made up of fine
drops of water. Take a cold pan and hold it in the cloud.
Whet happens? Remove the teakettle from the fire, let it
cool, and then look into it. Observe that much of the water
is gone. What has happened to it?
9. ary the outside of a tin can an nut some water into the can.
Observe the outside cf the can to see if there is a film of
muter on it. If there is not, drop Email pieces of ioc into
the water and stir. Continue until a film of water apnears
on the outside of the can Rhere does the film cf water come
from.?
10. Repeat the above activity each day for several days. is soon
as the film of water appears on the outside of the can, take
the tenperature of the water. Is it the same each day? thy?
Dew drops form on grass just like drops of water an the sides
cf the can.
11. Zlor a little air into a toy balloon near a. radiator. Does
the balloon ret bigc-er cr erwller/ Now the balloon in
a cool place. Does it get bigger or smaller?
12. Hold a piece of smo1dertn7 irod or paper above a radiator,
zcir,.,-„tosr7 rlia""IrMIRW7011Pr"'" " ••-"""
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then at one side and near the bottom of the radiator. In
what tirecticn does the smoke travel? Why?
13. Bold a piece of cloth tightly over ene of the hose of a
bicycle pump. Work the pump quick2y to compress the air
within the barrel. Fill the barrel in a little while. What
do you notice? Thy? Let the air out cf the valve of a
bicycle tire. Feel the temperature of the air as it escapes.
How does it feel? thy?
To emphasize the imnortance of weather, help the children make
a list of daily events and human needs which depend upon de—
finite kinds of weather.
Have each pupil make a list of People whose occupation
depends primarily upon the weather.
16. krran7c a field trip to a local weather bureau.
17. Read in various textbooks on weather. (See Bibliography).
18. Collect weather superstitions from the pupils.
19. Nave pupils write letters to the Electric Storage Battery
Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, for a free coTy of
Facts ane Fallacies About the Weather by George S. Elise.
114.
1 r'
20. Have pupils write Thank You Letters for free material.
21. Study materials secured from the U. S. Weather Bureau and
all books provioed for this study. (See Bibliograthy).
22. Discussion of how weather affects our lives:
CI) Wind v-rries reed.
(2) Rain helps p.L.an..I. s. to grcr.
(3) Wain spoils "tx...11
t•-•
27
(L;) air. ruins crops.
23. Have children draw pictures to illustrate the abcve
e'fectE and others.
24. Appoint a committee to study air and make a report to the
class.
25. Another comrittee mioht take heat as a subject report
to the class.
26. Another com:littee might take water as their subject to
report on.
27. Add these words to the "crtant Science Words" to be
learned: vapor, evaporate, and molecules.
VI. How Your Body Works
LearningE:
1. The hunan body has many parts, each of which has certain
work to do.
2. Your body is somewhat like a machine. It has many parts that
work together to make it run.
3. Al]. human bodies 1-7-,:ve parts that are
4. Your body needs food to make it run.
5. Your body M11:7 be kept in good condition in order to run
properly.
6. Your body is different from a machine because it can do many
things that a machine cannot do.
7. Your body has a framework made of bones called the skeleton,




e. The bones or the skeleton are held together by ligaments.
Cartilage betweeT: the bones keeps them from grinding to—
gether when they move.
9. he bones protect the soft parts inside your body.
10. Joints and muscles make it possible to move the variou parts
of your body.
U. There are joints in your body at every place where the bones
can move.
12. I.uscles are fastened to the bones and pull on the bones to
make them move.
13. kost muscles work in pairs.
• Food is carried to all parts of your body.
15. The blood carries the food throuch blood vessels to all parts
of your body.
16. Your heart keeps the blood moving.
17. then you breathe, air is taken into your body through the nose
and goes to the lungs.
18. In the lungs, oxyFen is taken from the air ant: passed into the
blood to be c=ied to all parts of your body.
19. Your skin is a mater,,roof covering for your body.
20. Your skin protects your body f—o.a dirt and germs and allows
some water materials to escape from your body.
21. your skin should be kept clean. Breaks should be protected
so that germs cannot enter.




23. There are five senses that help you know what going on
araand you.
24. Certain parts of your body provice the five senses.
(1) Your eyes give the sense of light.
(2) Your ears give the sense of hearing.
(3) Your nose gives the sense of small.
(0 Tasters in your mouth give the seLse of taste.
(5) Feeling things with your hands and other parts of
your body gives the sense of touch.
25. vaar brain is the director ,f your body; it keeps the parts
of your body working together.
26. Your body can send ssages from cne part of itself to other
parts.
(1) The nerves are the geeesa,:e carriers.
(2) Sone nerves carry messaces from your brain to
different parts cf your body.
Activities:
1. Have the class make a list of the ways in which the human
body ia like an autometile.
2. Have the c:_ldren tell all the things that their bodies have
done since getting out of bed this morning.
3. Have the children bring bones to school that they have obtain-
ed at the meat market or found In the woods or fields. The
bones will help the pupils unOerstarei that bones .protect and
give shape to the bo.:1y.
Li. ilake frequent use of pictures in health books and Encyclo-
pedias as the pupils are reading ar-J... learning about their
awn bones.
5. Read about the teeth in the book L provided for this study and
have them find these different teeth in their own mouth.
6. Eave the pupils write to some toothpaste co-vPny and ask for
a Chart on teeth. (Inana, ?ristol-Myers Company, Filisideo
New jersey).
7. Study a diagram of the blood vessels and read about them.
8. have the children feel their hearts beat.
9. Have pupils look closely at the back of their hand to Bee how
bloodvessels branch out.
10. Have nuvils write down the route of digested food to all parts
of the body.
U. Shaw the pupils how to find their pulse and how to use the
pulse to count how fast their heart is beating. have them
take their pulse while sitting down. Then have them jUM-D UD
and down a few minutes and count their heartbeats again.
What happens? Can you see how this helps your body?
12. Have the children read to find out haw oxygen gets to the
lunrs and from the lungs int-1 the blood.
13. Have the children breathe in air through the noee and then
Duch it cut through the mouth.
l. Have them hold their ribs as they breathe as deeply as possible.
15. have the children count how many breaths the: take in a mimte




times and count the number of breaths. Ask the= What
happens? How do you think this helps your boct7- 7
16. Have Children report on injuries they have had such as:
scratches, cuts or burns. If any ceased an infection, that
will show how germs mgy get into your body.
17. Organize a "Keep k:lean" squad to check on the personal cleanli-
ness of all the c;-.ildren in the class.
16. Show the filmstrips for this unit. (See Bibliography).
19. Have the pupils look at the eyes of others in the class.
To observe the change in size of pupils, let one child stay
in a dark closet for several minutes and have the others
notice the differene in the pupils of his eyes before he
goes in and after hf comes out. It him see the difference
in a mirror.
20. Lsk riiffereht ci]."4.ren to demonstrate the use of thifr five
senses.
21. have the children (:.iSC11156 snd give examples to 5J-,ow that the
brain is an excellent director, as when a driver quickly
turns his automobile to avoid an accident.
22. Add the following we-ds to the list of "Important Science
Words." Learn to spell and learn the meaning of each.
ament„ joint, hear) cartilafe, blood vessel, an brain.
have each dnald 'ET-4;,- a EtZ 17 telling herr sane of the bread
you ea =., is changed and hcr tt travels through the body until




ival-bticn ehould always lead to improvemert. Good methods of
evauatien are necessary Le one is to become a better teacher.
Various techniques of evaluation 'aculd be used rather than the
cveruse cf the quiz or formal erenotion. When quizzes are used, care
ehouid be taken in formulating questions that call for thinking and
association of ideas rather than just the recalling of minute specific
facts.
Experienced teachers cf ten evaluate learning& in terms of Changes
in children's behavior. These teachers value changes in children's
behavicr above minute fact-gethering. In evaluating desirable behavior
chanees, ask yourself such questions as the following:
In what ways have children's attitudes toward other members of the
class been affected by this experience?
that evidence do I see that children are observing more accurately?
What evidence do I see that children are using printed materials
mere intelligently?
What evidences do I see that children are making clear-cut
aesociaticns between new subject matter ane earlier leernings?
What evidences do I see that interests started in echocl are
being carried cn indeeendently both in school and outside? (Additional
trips, exhibits, collections, and scrapbooks are objective evidence).
',nether way cf evaluatiee learnines ttat might be used, is plan
to invite another class to hear reperts about things pertaining to the
Unit they have been studying. Lllow the children to choose what they
tcald to repct on.
The accuracy of these reports will 7-.:Lve you an opportunity to
know the nature and extent of the ctildren's learning. Furtherncre,
the preparaticn of the repe:rts will force the pupils to check the
thoroughness an:.1 accuracy of their learnins, to correct nisconceptions,
v.nd to suTT_lenent inadequate information.
To measure informational grorth of children, the teacher nEy de-
volop tests and other treys of measuring information at the time when
it eems important for the children to be familiPr with certain informa-
A good checklist is valuable to the teacher who wishes to appraise
her awn effectiveness as a teacher of elenentary science.
The followinz checklist was prepared 175, Glenn 0. Blough an::. Paul
E. Black-cod, Snecialists for Elementary Science, for the purpose of
measaring the effectiveness of school practices and procedures in teach-
big science in the elementary school.
1Teacher's Checklist in Elementary Science
1. In my teachinc is there opportunity or provicion for children tot
(a) TAise questions and problems of importance
or interest tc them?
(D) Study these questicnr and protlema?
(c) help plan "things" to do in studying
science problems?
(d) State clearly the pre,1:lems on which they
are working?
(e) gake hypotheses to be tested?
Cr) Gather accurate data (information, in
a variety of ways:
Through reading on the eubject?
Through taking ficid trips?
Through watching demonstrations?
Itrourh doing experiments?
7nrcui711 tlking to resource persons?
(g) I-flair...es the data (information) to see
hot they--relate to the problem?
(h) Think about the applications of their
scienae learning's 4io everrigy ltring?14
Think about ecieiloe miationahips and
processes instead of merely narame things
and learninr isolated facts?
(j) Bring scienoe materials of difforent kinds
school for observaticn and study?
(k) Engage in inctivival :=!'ienoe interests?
Glenn O. Bloug'-] an
i.:.ementary Scenoc, U.
(Uasr:imgton, D. C., U.
Paul E. BIackwooL, Evalustinz TeGc:r. Pmctic;fs in
S. Office of Education, Bulletin, 1951., 1:o. 21
S. CIT ice cf Education, 1551)J p?. 30h.
II. In r...y teaching dc I periodically and systematically oheck on the
children'S growth in:
(a) Ability to locate &nc &fire problems
right around then?
(b) Acquirin infcrmatior on the problem
being stLtleC?
(c) Ability to observe more accu.rztsly?
(d) Ability tc make reports on or record
their observations?
(e) Ability to solve problems?
(i) Ability to think critically?
(g) Ability to explain natural phenomena?
(h) Ability to distinguish between facte
and fanciee?
(i) Suspending judgment until evidence is
ociiecte&?
(j) Being open-minded: or willing to
change belief?
(k) Cooperating with others?
(1) Understanding the cause and effect
relationships Lf events?
(2) Skill in using some common scientific
instruments (Thermometers, scales,
rulers, etc.)?







The problem of the study was to determine the value of the program
and the individual growth of the pupils in the fourth grade, having
materials provided for the science program which were selected on the
basis of the objectives wished to be attainef, and with careful con-
sideration of the children's interests, atilities„ and needs.
The Procedure
This study was made rith a fourth grade Class in Todd Cam#7 High
School, Elkton, Eentucky. A careful study was made of the twenty-nine
pupils.
it.11 ;7: unit-, listed in the program were taught, since a special
need for each was shown by the pupils during the year.
Various techniques of evaluation mere used to judge the results
of the fourth grade science program, such as those suggested in the




Some of the most significant results of the science program were
Children were given opportunities for self expression.
2. Science had a new meaning.
3. Children became mere interested in their environment t-
direct contact with it.
"nOW,OPPMMINII".41weill""1"1141"4"1"1*,-,,
L. SOLO found new interests which will make life fuller and
richer in the years to come.
S. Some children developed science hcbbies.
6. There was more evidence of the scientific ePtitude in children.
7. Some children changed their attitudes toward Echocl. sQ
lonper was It a dull place where cne had to go; it was an in-
teresting place where one wanted to go.
8. The teacher experienoed great satisfacticn from the real in-
terest observed in the ch'ldren.
9. Science had made the parents more interested in school.
Evidence of Growth
Growth in science was evident as pupils trought objects fcr study
and cbservation. Children became increasingly aware of their surround-
in s. snakes, bees, ants, grasehcppere, all proviL_d ir.erestirZ.
material for study. The interest was in finding anerers to "What is -3 t?"
"'Where did it come from?" "Of what uce is it?"
an children came early and stayed late after school was dis-
missed. Some always asked permissien to stay in the room at recees
time and wcrk on some special interest.
The children gained informaticm through reading and study that
helped them to feel that they "belonged" to the family grouu discuesing
scientific subject n in the living room or around the dinner tatle.
Such a program prcvided for individual differenoes, kept children
working up, to the level cf their L'oility, and enalled the teacher to
give individl.al aid to thoee who needed it MCEL while rupericr sttderts
went a2isad on their own. The cis:re:room teacbcr became a guide arA
consultant, seekinT information with the child, and student ea:: teacher
grew together in scientific knowledge and appreciation as they listened
to the reports of doings in the world of ecienoe.
Values
Many values were realized from the program of science. Every
pupil, no matter how immature or lacking in native ability, had some
obligation to the class. He gained status in the class becaise he alone
was responsible for some phase of the topic, and class approval was often
enough to make sure he did his best.
The pupil proceeded to gather material on his reading level at his
own best rate, and he presented it, when prepared, to the class.
As children gathered material and arranged it to present
class, they accomplis:led purposeful activity in languape arts. Reading
was done purposefully as thc child selected mate-ial suited to his level
of reading ability or from available texts. The claecroom was provided
with texts not only for ths fourth grade level of instruction, butealso
for grades above and below. Science texts were based on an asoen:::_ing
spiral with the same topic ben: repeated each year, no stigma was
attached to the child who eearcned for material at a lower grade level.
Children sought books on a higher level when they had absorbed the other
material at hand. Superior children were guided into contact with more
detailed work and more challengine to7ics.
Note taking, a langaape art skill, was introduced as a tool to be
used in acquirinc, ecientific knowledge.. Letter writing became real as
students wrote requests for materials and answers w:7-e eagerly awaited.
'1*
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The motivaticn was sufficient to stimlaate all but the moat dull.
Co-r-inication skills were acquired as children Etrove for variety
and effectiveness of presentation. By means of reports, talks, panel
discussions, plays, charts, pictures, movies, filmetrips, and illustrate.I
talks, students effectively presented the science information to their
classmates rithout danger of talking over the heads cf various members.
Speech habits, writing habits, spelling, and penmanship were
improved by conscious attention given at the time the material was
being readied for presentation. Time WE.E provided for adequate bractice.
Scien7e he:l.ped the children to see relationships between the
customary academic Iearnin,gs of the elemel-tary school and the world about
them. It gave them opportunities for self-direction and for cooperation.
Voca ,.LLaries gre 7; rapidly in science ,,:ctivities, although tLs an
not the majcr coal for the activities.
kneadotal Records
At the end of cur virF first unit, Kathi commented: "lt WLE
to rj home and talk about something qr. older sister didn't knor. }other
and Hty will listen to me now, and let me talk when they are discussing
something at the dinner table or in the living roam."
Donnie, a retarded pupil, beATe"Igly remared about mid-terms
"I like sche:-.1 now. The pupils from other reams who come to see our
scIece table and bulletin board listen when I tell them about everyl.hing.
I wcnder nobot, wld eve: listen to me before."
Chris, a superior student 1.610 always wanted V:- cc ahead cn his own,
said: "Uother told Dad that she had begun to think she was foolical to
bur all those reference books for Le, but not any more, because I used
them every night and could find information better than she could when
she started to college."
;..t. the beginnin.; of cur study cf animals, the boys would bring in
insects, lizards, frogs, toads, etc., for observation. When they got
too close to some cf the girls with them, the girls would shriek and say,
"Ooh! Get that creepy, slimy thin 7 away frcm here." Before the study
was completed, however, those sake girls were seen handling those same
insects and animals and were making such comments as: "Oh, I think this
is cne of the most interesting livin47 thins we have studied. It can do
a lot of tLinrs I never knew about before. We were silly to think that
toads made warts on your hands if you tcuched them."
.t.t the close of a unit, another class was invited to hear reports
a:1d to see the exhibits. Each child was Rilewed to choose at he wanted
to repert upon. Donnie chose, "Locating The North Star." He made a
chart to use in giving his repert and gave an accurate report.
The children were discussing the prc gram the next morning and
Pegg said, "I was never so surprieed when Donnie gave his repert. It
was good. He didn't do a thing last year but sieev and go to the rest
room. He likes science."
Ronald was talking to his classmates cne day after we had came.
pleted our study en "Electricity. and Magnetism" when he exclaimed,
"Oh, bcyl I fixed mother's ironing cord when it burned out last night.




1. Cireater enjcyment of, and skill in, pupil-teacher planning.
2. A greater knowledge of haw to work in small grcupe and how
to ahare the results of group work with cthers.
3. A keener interest in classroom work on the part of slaw learn-
ing children.
L. An expanded understanding of community life and conve-e,ty work.
S. im7m-ovement of research  of pupils.
6. A greater awareness of, and interest in, the local physical
environment.
7. A greater interest in the schocl program among laymen of the
community whc helped us.
e• A new willingness on the part of the teacher to try something
new and different in the classroom.
Learning Fron Other Children
From the standpoint pf scientific informaticn, the pupil was bra.,:ght
into centact with far more material than if he had been required to read
it in a single text. He developed a respect for opinions when he found
that authors disagreed on some scientific ideas, and he learned to respect
copyright dates as he searched for the in imformation. The papa not
or7-e acquired material on his own phaee as he prepared his report, but
also acquired information as he listened to the reports of others. Thum
he acquired far in excess of that which he would have been able to obtain
by himself. :he speaers, movies, pictures, model, and other aids pro-
duced and used by others served to provide the motil-ation for remembering
ecientific facts.
%
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A PPEIMIX
Suggested References fcr Boys and
Wide reading in science as in other learning areas is important
to children. They need the opportunity to exy.:1cre in books the
terests which have been aroused through observations and discussions
in school, in the home cr on the playground. Children deserve ecifi-ce
books that are authoritative, up to date, accurate and interesting, and
written especially to suit their needs and abilities.
General Referenoes for Children Thich were Used Mint Freouently by the
Beauchamp, Wilb-ir
Children
and Elough, Glenr 0., Discovering Our World,
Books I, II, and 11, Chicago, Scott, Foresman and Company, 19..48.
DritPeeica Junicr, Chicago, Encyclopedia Britanrica, 1952.
Comptonle Pictured Encyclopedia, Chicago, F. E. Compton and Campany, 1950.
Craig, Leraid S., and Baldwin, Sarah E., ScienceRverv Bock TII,
Chicago, Ginn and Company, 1950.
Craig, Ckrald S., and Hurley, Beatrice D., Exn1crin7 in Science, Bcck IV
Chicago, Ginn and CothpEny, 1950.
Praiser, G. W., The How and Whv Science Books, Syracuse, New York,
The L. 17. Sinf,er Company, Inc., 1950.
Lnox, liarren, Stone, George, and others, The Wonderwcrld of Science,
30oks III, IV, and V, New York, Charles Serihnerts Sons77.7T:
Science Books for Boys and G4-q.a
The following titles are arranged accc-rdinr to areas ex.piored in
the prits for the Fburth Grade Program.
.L.11en, Gertrude E., Evervdv Eirde, Boston, Houghton Lifflin ..7;orpary. 1943.







Bartman, Mark S., Story of Sees„, Chica-c, ;,.lbert Whitman Con7--
1940.
B1ough„ Glenn 0.2 Animals That Live Together, Evanston, Illinois, Row,
Peterson and Company, 19147.
Boulton, Rudyard, Traveling, With Birds, M. A. Dlonahl..,,
Chicago, 1933.
Bronson, Zilfred S., Padd1ewin7s: The Penguin cf the Galapa-cs, P;c-
millian Company, New York, 1931.
C-or-'PaT,Y3
, The Wonderrorld of Ante, New York, Harcourt,
Er.cE, 1937.
B.:.ckingham, B. R., ed., In A Green Valley, pp. 172-179, "Ants Live Every-
where," Chicago, Ginn anrinipany, 1934.
Craig, Gerald S., and Hill, Katherine E., Traveli.T..7 With '="--dr, Chicz4,o,
Ginn and Company, 1546.
Dowling, Thomas I., Freeman, Kerr's-till etc., "C:orr-rni.ties of Living Things,"
Pathwa,?: in Science, Chicago, Ginn anc ompany, 1951.
DuNy, William:, Our Animal Friends, Philadelphia, john C. Winston and
Canary, 19
, Cur Insect Friends and atu.„
John C. Vinston and Compa4y, 154B.
Emerron, Alfred E., and Fish Eleanor, Ternite City, New York, Rand
koNally, 1937.
Gall, Alice Crew', a.716 Crew, Fleming H., Ringtail„ and Flat-Tail
Oxford University Press, New York, 1933, 1935.
Horn, Ernest, and others, Follaring New Trails, pp. 304-33E, "Beavers;"
pp. :37-300, "The Beaver Peop1e77-0=7, Ginn and Compar:1 1940.
Hantincton, Harriet E., Let's Go Outdoors, New York, Douleday, Doran &
cciany, 1939.
McClung, Robert L., Sphinx, The Story, of a Caterpillz..r„ LeT,- York,
TrilliPn Marrow ComparlYs-1.749-
Parker, Bertha r., Foods and Fr-cgs, Evanston, Illinois, hov Pete.7ean
and Campary, 34'50.
2 Insiects and Their Roy-, vete-ror ard
„ and Emerson, Alfred E., Insect Societier,
Evanston, 1.1.1..no's, Row, Peterson and Gorapan7, :9,9.
Zim, Herbert S., Fi-ogs and Foods, New York, William Larro7. and Comparzr,
195(4
Fam.1..iar Insect777q7i—York, Simon and Shuster, 191.
Rc5p7rt
Mc.,
, and Cotton, Clarence, insects A Guice to
Astronomy
stars Come Out, New York, The Viking Press,
Eiough, Glenn 0., and Deiencier, Ida B., How the Sun Helps Us, Evanston,
Illinois, Row, Peterson and Company, 1950.
Brindzel Ruth, The Story of Our Calendar, New Yor!-., Vanguard Press, 19129.
Dunham, Miriam P., Whatts in the Sirr? O.;:ford University Press, 1941.
Fenton, Carrol L., Worlds in the SkY, New York, Johr Day, 1951.
Goodwin, The heal Book About Stars, New York, Garden City Book, :951.
Hickey, James C., Introducin.- the Universe, New York, Dodd, gead andCompany? Inc., 195'1.
Johnson, Gaylord, The Stars for Children, New York, The gacmillian
Company, 1934.
Lum, Peter, The Stars in Our Heavens, New York, Pantheon Compa., 1946.
Meyer, J. S., Picture Book of Astronomy, New York, Lothrop,
Parker, Bertha Y., BeYond tie Solar System, Evanston, Illinois,
Peterson arl. compalv,757---
 A The &eV Above Us, Evanston, Miner., Rots,
Peterson and Campai, 1
 
p The Sun and Its .Family, EvansIcn, Illinois,Row, Peterson and Company, TO.
Reed, 1% gal-well, Patterns in the SkY, Ner York, William Marrow Comnar7,
1951.
Schneider, Ferman and Schneider, Nina, You Amon7 the
1511  R. Soott, 1951.
York,
41,
Filling, F.,and Richard, R. S., Sun, koon and Stars, New York,
Whittlesey Nouse, 1946.
Woodbury, David C., The Glass 0-i-nt of Palomar, New York, Dodd, Mead
and Company, Inc., 1939.
am, Herbert S., and Baker, Robert H., Stars, New York, Simon and
Schuster, 1.95I7
Weather
Bair, Marian E., Rain cr Shine, the Story of Weather, New York, Farrar
and Pineharf717945:
Elough, Glenr. C., Y;ater Appears and Disappears, Evanston, Illinois,
Row, Peterson and Company, O.
Gaer, Joseph, EVerybodYls Weather, Philadelphia, J. E. Lippincot Compwz.,
1944.
Macneil, Marion G., Between Earth and S'e.-v New York, O=ford Univsrsity
Press, 19414.
Meyer, Jeror.e S., Picture Book of the 7,eather, New York, Iothror,
Parker, Bertha 1!" Ask the Weatherman, EVarston, Illinois, Pow, Petereon
and Company, 1947.
ow, Peterson
  Clouds, Rain and Snow, Evanston, Illinois,
:10cPazzi—T97,
1 Our Ocean of f.ir, Evanston, Illinois,
Peterson ano Company, 1948.
/ The Air About Us, 'Evanston, Illi:cis,
RPM, reterson ann CompanyTT97:
 , The NS -:s of the Weather, Evanston, Tllincle,
Row, Peterson and Compatly7-19515:-
Schneider, Herron, Everyday Weather and How it Works, New York,
Whittlesey Pc., EE, 1951.
Spiihaus, Athelstan F., Aeathercraft, New York, The Viking Press, 1951.
Ele ctri city and WaEnetiem
Fishcr, Lois, Lois and Locie Inside a T V Shor, Chicacol Childrezt ?re,
'•I1•••••••••••
1951.
Flohert, J. J., Television Stor7, Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1951.
H-ley, Edward 3., Uhat Lakes the Wheels Co Rmnd, New York, Reyna' and
Hitchcock, 137)7
Morgan, Alfred P., Thir-s 2sE Can Do 'Kith Electricity-, Wei' York,
Charles Scritnerls Sons, 1940.
Parker, Bertha Electricity, Evanston, Tilincis, Raw, Peterson and
Compan-i,
and Comnany, 1949.
gaznets., Evanst,on, Illinois, Ec.4, Fetcrson,
Stevenson, Augusta, Ben Franklin, Frinterts Boz, Bobbs-errill Company,
1941.
Writert Pros-ram, Penns71vania, Lichtninr and Electricity, 17:.'t7:::.n
Riblishing Company, 1941.
Yates, Raymond F., A TI!..21 and A :Battery, Harper and Brothers, 1942.
Yates, Raymond F., How to Mike Electric Toys, her York, Appleton-Century,
1937.
The H-..zlan Fody
Baruch, Dorothy and Reiss, C.scar, Body and How It Works, Ner York,
Harper and Brothers, 12324.
ParKer, Bertha :.., Conmurlity EeaIth, Evanston, Illinois, ?eterson
and Company, 1948.
ar.d Cor..7arc,
, Fooc:s, Evanston, Illinois, Row, Peterson
, ;c177- Ws. Are aailt, Evanston, Illinois.,
RolTretersor and t.omDany7-7.9E7-
, ana Do1nin.:71 • Elizabeth,
Evanston, Rovi, Peterson and Company, 1948.
 2 You As A 1:achine2 Evanston, Il2.izcis2
Row, reterson and Compan;71947.
Lagazines
American Forester, The American Forestry AssociLtion, 919 17th Street,
nasaington 6, D. C.
Audubon La-azine, 100 5th Avenue, New York 28, New Icrk.
Current Science and Aviation, 400 S. Front Street, Columbus 15, Ohio.
Frontiers, The Academy of Natral Sciences, 19th ane the Parkway,
Philadelphia 3, Pa.
Junior Nat:-ral Histo ijaoazins American Lfaseum of Natural History,
79th at r.:e711-7-ii-Yar4 West, New York 24, New York.
National Geographic kagazine, National Geographic Society, Sixteenth
an:. I: Streets,' tashington 6, D. C.
Natural History aazine, American i.:useum of Natural History, 79th at
Central Park West, Nei York.
Nature Ya7azine, 1214 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
:71
Equipment for Units
.The equipment here suggested can be secured by the teacher anci her













Electric bell or buzzer
Electric fuses (burned out)
Electric switch
Flashlight
Par for rubbing friction rods
Globe
Hamner




















Thia list of educational films is offered as a sucrestive list cf
available films appropriate foar the units suggested in this program.
The teacher should ecore ramilA7-r with the ccntent of the ft1T,
and its saitatilit-; for classroom instruction befcre it is secured.
In the ci,se of filcs usee to illustrate industrial products or pro-
cesses, one should scrutinize them fcr any possible objecticnable
advertising.
Air All Around Us, Young American_Films, Inc" 1East 41st_StrlOs _ _
New Y-rk 17, Yew York.
Beavers, Encyclopaedia Britannica Film, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue,
Viilmette,
Ci4-v of Wax Encyclopaedia Britannica r-iIms, Inc., 1150 WilaPtte -Avenue,•
. Wilmette, Illinois.
Encyclopaedia Eritannica Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue,
Wilmette, Illinois.
hone:' See, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Avenue,
Wilmette, Illinois.
P.m Animals Defenf Themselves, Your American Filn-22 Inc., IS Fagt
last Street, New York.
Fow Nature Protects Animals Encyclopaedia Britannica Films,
1150 Wilmette Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.
Jungle Grants, American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West
at 70th Street, Nev York 261 1e1..- York.
Life cf an Ant, Commonwealth Picture ,:crp., 7:3 Seventh Avenue, New
York 19, Nev; York.
Life of Thomas A. Ediscr.? General Electric Campany, Educational Service,
Publicity Department, 1 River Road. Schenectady 5, r. Y.
liapets., Young American Faze, Inc., 18 Last 41st Street, New York.
53
Marine Circus, American Museum of Natural History, Central Park Nest at
79th Street, New York 28, New York.
Moon, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette Lvenue,
Wilmette, Illinois.
Seashore Animals, American Museum of NaturAl History, Central Park West.
at 79th Street, New York 28, New York.
Snapning Turtle, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, Inc., 1150 Wilmette
Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.
Sun ss Family, .Young American Films, Inc., 18 East 41st Street, ICew.a;ork.
.The Weather, Encyclopaedia Britannica Films, In,3,1,50_114-1.metteAvAlue,
- Wilmette, Illinois.
This Is the  Young Americm Films, Inc., 18 East 41st Street, New
_ ,
Thunder and Lightening, Young American Films, Inc., 18 East 41st Street,
Ner York.




A Lultitude of Suns (a)
Day and Night (YeLF)
Electricity. (SITE)
Magnetism (EEF)
Migration of Birds (JH)




Legend to Producers and Distributors
EBF Encyclopaedia Britannica F.1ms, Inc.
JH The Jam Handy Organitation.
SVE Society for Visual Education.
- Young American nims, Inc,
•
C
Elementary Songs Abou',, Nature
(key be use with units suggested)
her. Music horieons. Book Five, edited by Osborne McCanathy, RueeellV. Morgan, James I. Marsell, Marshall Bartholomew, 'Mabel E. Bray, W. Otto
Ilieserger, and Edward B. Birge. Silver Burdett Company. Grades 4-6.
Bird Calls
Firth iale„ A
Frog and the Crow, The
Lerning Sunshine
Old Zip Coon
Paul and the Fox
Pigeons, The
Sheep on the hilleide
Donit Bother Mel-
Song of the Ants
South Wind -and the Rose; The
Knale Song, The
-
Our Land of Sc. A Singing School Series, edited by Theresa
Arare,-7-e7er '2ykemal GladysPitcer, David Stevens, and J. Lillian
Vancervere, C. C. Grades 4-6.
Bees in 'TZ:nter
1-C-eak hf Day, The





For a Rainy Day


















Instrumental and Vocal Phonographic Recordings
MuLic can Ocrrelated through the use of this suixestive list





Bee and the Butterfly





Eymn to the S.=
Insect Pictures in Music
Dance of the Grasshoppers
I Dance with a biosquito
Song of the Flea
Lions
strIrm
Thunderstorm
What Makes Rain
Descripticn
Vocal (song)
Actual Sounds
Actual Sounds
Instrumental
Vocal (story)
Voice and piano
Voice and piano
Actual Sounds
Vocal (son7)
Violin
Instrumental
(Massenet)
(Leadono)
(Moussorgalcy)
kctual Sounds
Instrumental
Actual Sounds
Vocal (story)
Record ro.
Capitol 25012
ColuMbia YB25
Columbia I320
Victor 203'48
Capitol Album
DYT5-549
Victor 25311
Victor 25312
Columbia Y321
Decci. 2506
becca
Dec= A-64
Coluz.aia 1120
Victor 20606
colirciAa 1-514
Decca CV107
